
Keep it wild.
 John cooper works tuning.



Engineering genius, original ideas and sheer passion made John Newton 

Cooper a motor racing legend in his own lifetime – fi rst as a driver, and then 

as a constructor. The fi rst Mini Cooper appeared two years after the launch 

of the original Mini in . Built by Cooper with his own hands, it was an

incredibly quick and agile car that proved an instant hit with rally drivers and 

ordinary motorists alike. And the start of something very special. Today, the 

John Cooper Works performance components for MINI models continue this 

rich tradition, combining a glorious racing past with state-of-the-art manu-

facturing techniques and testing processes. Because energy plus passion is 

always a winning formula.

A WINNING TRADITION.

www.facebook.com/MINI

For more information and additional John Cooper Works 
accessories, visit:  www.MINI.com/accessories

The models illustrated may include optional equipment and accessories not fi tted as standard. 

Alterations to specifi cations, standard and optional equipment, and content may occur. Apple®, 

iPhone®, iPad® and iPod® are registered trademarks of Apple Inc. Subject to error. © BMW AG, Munich, 

Germany. Not to be reproduced, wholly or in part, without written permission of BMW AG, Munich. 

Part number       , BB-. Printed in Germany /.
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John Cooper Works aerodynamic package

Sport stripes

John Cooper Works Pro aerodynamic components

John Cooper Works Pro air intake trim in Carbon

John Cooper Works Pro exterior mirror caps in Carbon

John Cooper Works Pro exterior mirror caps

John Cooper Works Pro rear-view mirror housing

John Cooper Works Pro design for the roof

Black Line bezels

John Cooper Works Pro sport brake disc

John Cooper Works Pro racing side stripes

John Cooper Works Pro side scuttles

Sports aerial

John Cooper Works Pro sports suspension

John Cooper Works Pro Cross Spoke  light-alloy wheel in 

Jet Black, burnished

John Cooper Works Pro valve silencer with Chrome tailpipe trim

John Cooper Works Pro valve silencer with Carbon tailpipe trim

John Cooper Works Double Spoke  in Matt Black
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1 Only available for the MINI  door 
2 Included in the John Cooper Works Tuning kit
3 Designed and developed in partnership with KW automotive GmbH

BREAK THE WIND’S RESISTANCE.

Nothing can compete with a MINI and John Cooper Works Tuning. The 

John Cooper Works Pro aerodynamic components blow pretty much 

everything away – even the oncoming wind. 

They exude a sense of confi dence and poise, while ensuring that the 

vehicle’s power stays exactly where it belongs – on the road. The black 

band, which is also available in body colour, extends smoothly on both 

sides around the bold lines of the dynamic front apron. It stretches 

around the rear apron to the rear diffuser, which underlines the car’s 

racing pedigree to all it leaves in its wake. The striking rear spoiler is 

hard to miss too, and is practically the last thing onlookers will see as 

your MINI disappears into the distance. 

Want to take things to the next level? Our wide range of light-alloy 

wheels are guaranteed to turn heads. The John Cooper Works Pro rear-

view and exterior mirror housings will catch the eye too. Looking for even 

more? Then look no further than the sport stripes, John Cooper Works Pro 

racing side stripes, and the John Cooper Works Pro design for the roof. 

And if that’s still not enough, add the John Cooper Works Pro air intake 

trim in Carbon, and you’ve got a drive worthy of the racetrack. Ladies 

and gentlemen, start your engines.
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OTHER ACCESSORIES AT A GLANCE.

Cross Spoke  in Jet Black, 

burnished, J x  inch

Double Spoke  in Jet Black,

J x  inch; complete winter wheel

John Cooper Works Pro

exterior mirror caps

John Cooper Works Pro

rear-view mirror housing

Cross Spoke  in Jet Black, 

burnished, J x  inch

Bonnet stripes

John Cooper Works Pro

side stripes in Jet Black

John Cooper Works Pro sunscreen

Double Spoke  in Ferric Grey, 

J x  inch

John Cooper Works Pro 

air intake trim in Carbon

John Cooper Works Pro

side scuttles

John Cooper Works Pro

multi-purpose cover

Double Spoke  in Matt Black, 

J x  inch

John Cooper Works Pro

exterior mirror caps in Carbon

John Cooper Works Pro

sports suspension

John Cooper Works Pro

textile fl oor mats

Light-alloy wheelS.

EXTERIOR DESIGN.

INTERIOR DESIGN.

1 Also for John Cooper Works -inch sport brakes
2 Also available in Chili Red
3 Designed and developed in partnership with KW automotive GmbH
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